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Iraq War Veteran Shares Personal Story of Survival 
 
February 1, 2011 – As America marks the 20th anniversary of the first Persian Gulf War, 
retired Army medic, Kevin Zimmerman, reflects upon his service there. Contact him 
now for interviews or speaking engagements. Be sure to get a copy of his personal story, 
A Time for Everything: the Kevin Zimmerman Story, by Michael L. White of Mobile, 
AL. A native of Toledo, OH, Mr. Zimmerman currently resides in McKinney, TX.  
 

A Time for Everything is Sergeant First Class (Retired) Kevin 
Zimmerman’s personal story of how he survived combat in the first 
Gulf War and hidden landmines in Bosnia while he performed his 
heroic duties of rescue and first aid to wounded soldiers.  His repeated 
selfless service during the Bosnia conflict earned him the Soldier’s 
Medal not only once, but twice, a feat rarely accomplished by anyone.  
A Time for Everything is filled with excitement, disappointment, hope, 
occasional tragedy, and inspiration.  A Time for Everything will keep 
you enthralled as you follow Kevin Zimmerman from young adulthood 
to middle-age while he served faithfully as a U. S. Army medic for more 

than twenty years.   
 
Michael L. White, who is the author of A Time for Everything, the managing editor of 
Parson Place Press, a pastor, and an Army National Guard Chaplain, says, “Of all the 
writing projects I’ve undertaken in my life, this one has certainly had one of 
the greatest impacts on me personally.  This story most definitely deserves 
to be shared with everyone everywhere.”   
 
 
To obtain copies of A Time for Everything: the Kevin Zimmerman Story, simply 
order from such popular online retailers as Amazon, Barnes and Noble, Books-a-
Million, Borders, Target, or Waldenbooks, by searching on the book's ISBN: 0-
9786567-4-1. You may also ask your local bookstore or library to order it from 
Ingram Books using the above ISBN, or purchase it at a 20% discount directly 
from the publisher’s online bookstore at www.parsonplacepress.com/store   
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